OB

RISING

Enhancing the visual
identity of your property
Scandinavian Design

Quality craftsmanship
Eclectic style
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We design with your customer in mind
Aesthetic design that appeals to your senses
At OB RISING, we strive to enrich your property with a creative, comfortable and welcoming atmosphere, as well as providing the quality service necessary to transform the look and feel of your interior appearance. Our design and craftsmanship
possess sophisticated style and grace that reach premium quality level.
OB RISING, a brand by OBUZI, is a family-owned and operated company, based in Denmark. We strive to achieve uniqueness and create an inspiring place where people want to be and enjoy, whether they’ve come to learn, stay, network or just
have fun. It’s not just about looking nice; the décor you choose can bring your place or brand to life. Done right, it can entirely change the atmosphere of a place and actually facilitate greater engagement. Our product portfolio is the best example of
simplicity, quality, functionality and sustainability of a design that stands out.
Our expert in-house design team enables us to customize each design and manufacture each unit to the client’s specifications and style.

Our Design Idea
It’s not about the usual, it’s about embracing the different.
We are committed to creating distinction, through progressive design and creativity that is relevant to your audience.

Design and Appearance
Our design and style offer simple yet fascinating details.
OB RISING interiors are characterized by solid craftsmanship, authentic designs, improved functionality and timeless beauty.

•

Eye-catching

•

Authentic

•

Memorable
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Brand

Interior Solutions

Our brand is characterized by high quality and high-end
materials. We strive to design and create beautiful and
exceptional products that will define the future of our brand.

Tailored solutions and equipping hospitality spaces with innovative design and high quality furnishings.

Competence
Our customers are our priority. At OB RISING, our organization
as well as our business setup enables us to offer our customers and clients sustainable & high quality products at competitive prices combined with a high level of supply security and
efficient service.

We work closely with our partners/manufacturers to meet the
needs of our valued clients. Whether we are assisting with a large
scale project or sourcing an occasional item we devote, our full
attention to all of our customers.

Social Responsibility
OB RISING endeavours to conduct business in compliance with
all laws and with widely accepted norms of fairness and human
decency, and expects its suppliers to do the same. OB RISING is
committed to protecting the human rights and safety of the people
who produce its products, raw materials and component parts
used in production, while also recognizing and respecting the cultural and legal differences found throughout the world.

Eco-friendly
As a family-owned and operated company, we care a great deal
about the health and welfare of our employees, our customers,
our suppliers, our community and our planet. We have a longstanding corporate tradition of providing a safe and healthy work
place, protecting the environment, and conserving energy and
natural resources.
At OB RISING, we create interior items using pure hardwood,
sourced from sustainably managed forests, promoting ecologically
responsible design.
“No need to compromise your eco sensibilities for aesthetic appeal, not if you take a fancy to the collection from OB RISINGI”
By Andrea Neblett, Postmedia News, Canada
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Materials
At OB RISING, we specialize in making hardwood furniture and interiors using high quality
and eco-friendly timber. We use durable materials with high environmental sustainability. Our
specialty is Solid Hardwood Timber, using mainly Certified Rosewood, Mango Wood, Acacia,
Teak Wood and Recycled Wood combined with
various metals.
We are renown for using strong, rich and beautiful heartwood in our woodworking projects; the
core and most exclusive part of the wood.

OB RISING manufactured products

Older, harder central wood of trees that is usually
darker, denser, less permeable, and more durable
than the surrounding sapwood
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Our Services
Exclusive furniture and interiors for the contract market. Available
through our architectural and design team.

OB RISING offers the following services:

•

Initial product design or working towards an established
design.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3D Visualization

•

With uniquely specialized brands, OB RISING offers a
complete furniture solution for nearly every market niche.

Drawing documentation and space planning.
3D space plan when needed.
In-House sourcing and set up of samples.
Production with Quality Control throughout.
Manufacturing using select and certified heartwood.
Quality check on-site.
Quoting for large quantity projects
Lead time: 4 to 16 weeks
Custom Furnishing Solutions.
All products, excluding units with metal legs, ships built-up
to eliminate assembly on site.
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Process

3D Visualization

Quality control

We use high-quality 3D rendering to present an interior
well before the space has been built or as an addition to
your current space

Our team provides quality checks throughout the production
process, to ensure your products are produced to the highest standard. Furthermore we provide quality check on-site.
↓

↓
Delivery

Pre-production
From initial steps of ordering or any queries, our experienced project management team will work closely with you
to ensure your project runs smoothly.
↓

Our delivery management team will work with your dedicated project manager to deliver and oversee the product in-

Manufacturing
We select the right specialist factory for each particular
product, ensuring the best outcome for you and your project.

.
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General

How we do it

OB RISING is a fast-growing Scandinavian furniture design company executing commercial and hospitality projects. The OB RISING
brand is a part of OBUZI, a Danish based furniture and interior design company.

We go by familiarity. We use only raw materials in all our designs,
something people can relate to. In conjunction with selected raw
materials, we blend artistry with functionality – creating an authentic
design that is eye-catching and memorable.

Who we are

Our Experience

OB RISING was founded by 3 siblings who thrive on achieving
uniqueness and creating inspiring places where people want to be
and enjoy, whether they’ve come to learn, stay, network or just have
fun.

With years of experience, our organization as well as our business
setup enables us to offer our customers sustainable & high-quality
products at competitive prices combined with a high level of supply
security and efficient service.

What we do

Our Expertise

We are tightly focused on two core areas: Hospitality and property
development markets. We add our expertise to your customers’
criteria to create the ideal environment by creating interior products
that are:

Our expertise is reflected in the uniqueness of our designs.

•
•
•

Eye-catching
Authentic
Memorable

Our expert in-house design enables us to customize each design
and manufacture each unit to the client’s specifications and style. In
addition, our built-up designs are easy to transport, install, operate
and maintain.
Our Design and Ideas

Why we do it

It’s not about the usual, it’s about embracing the different.

Because we are dedicated to innovative and progressive design,
creative collaboration, and expert craftsmanship. Why? Because we
strive to indulge our clients and their customers in a unique experience by creating visually pleasing interior products of raw materials.
Why? Because that is our passion!

It is our endeavor to create beautiful products that appeal to everyone. Our design idea is based on creating distinction, through progressive design and creativity that is relevant to your audience.

We serve our clients with honesty, integrity, and hard work. We take
great pride in our work because for each of us, working with the
interior is not just a career but also a passion. We really love what
we do and count on this to be reflected in the interior spaces we
create.
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SELECTION
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Part of our selection
We have a range of styles to inspire ingenious solutions
for the hospitality industry. Our hand- made pieces serve
like timeless items that will promote the status of your
space; creating a charming atmosphere and amazing
experience for your customers.
We offer tailor-made designs to fit your unique business needs

P: 10

P: 11

Clothing Racks

Desks, Tables
& Racks

P: 12 - 16

P: 17 - 19

Entertainment
centers

Wall & Floor
Mirrors

P: 20 - 26

P: 27

Décor Furniture

P: 28

P: 29 - 31

Bedframes

Décor & Lightning

Restaurant &
Bar
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Our dedication to uncompromising craft ensures our furniture is created to the finest
quality. From flawless materials to old world techniques,
each piece is thoughtfully
crafted to make an everlasting impression for years to
come.

•

Item nr: HF-0705

•

Style: Bedframe

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood / Heartwood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: HF-0700

•

Style: Bedframe / Set of 3

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood / Heartwood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made
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These sturdy garment racks are ideal for any
facility requiring mobile or stationary coat storage. Constructed of solid Rosewood and metal.

•

Item nr: HFR-0185

•

Style: Clothing Rack

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: HFR-0180

•

Style: Clothing Rack

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: BS-0180

•

Style: Clothing Rack

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Acacia

•

Available in dark shade

•

Measurements: Tailor-made
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•

Item nr: HFR-0013

•

Style: Rack

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: HF-0150

•

Style: Desk

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailormade
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•

Item nr: HF-0010-S

•

Style: Rack

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: HF-0012

•

Style: Rack

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: HF-0015

•

Style: Chest of Drawers

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: HFR-001

•

Style: Rack

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made
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•

Item nr: HF-0007

•

Style: Side Table

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailormade

•

Item nr: S-0070

•

Style: Console Table

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: S-0110

•

Style: Side / Bedside Table

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: HFR-0110

•

Style: Side / Bedside Table

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made
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•

Item nr: HF-0006

•

Style: Table

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: STB-S-0050

•

Style: Table

•

Collection: STB

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: HF-0005

•

Style: Table

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: STB-S-005

•

Style: Table

•

Collection: STB

•

Materials: Live Edge Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made
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BlackSea
Blacksea furniture is made of solid rustic
Rosewood and provides a casual, natural
and vivid impression. This item combines
rustic and modern style elements, creating
a decorative piece that fits many different
styles of furnishings.
Blacksea furniture is sturdy and durable
with a fine rustic look .

•

BLACKSEA ROOT TABLE

•

BS-0115-S

•

45 - 60 cm x 45 cm
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Entertainment
Centers

Our entertainment centers offer a unique interaction between a refreshing Nordic design and
raw quality materials. The furniture is characterized by a captivating design with emphasis
on quality, functionality, durability and sublime
craftsmanship all the way to the smallest detail.
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Masterfully crafted with soul
and character.
HayLine media furniture have
a lasting, natural beauty and
contribute to an aesthetic and
welcoming environment.

•

Characterized by a
stylish urban design.

•

Item nr: HFR-0001

•

Style: Entertainment Center

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: HF-0001

•

Style: Entertainment Center

•

Collection: Hay Line

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made
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Our STB entertainment centers are made of exclusive live edge Rosewood,
embracing a comprehensive and raw design. The style offers natural and
clean lines emphasizing an extravagant interplay between the wood and metal
frames. The furniture contains shelves and drawers that make it practical and
extremely functional.

With sharp edges and dynamic designs, our media
furniture add a distinct personality to any space.

•

Item nr: STB-R5-0001

•

Style: Entertainment Center

•

Collection: STB

•

Materials: Live Edge Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: STB-R1-0001

•

Style: Entertainment Center

•

Collection: STB

•

Materials: Live Edge Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made
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Rail is a stunning wall and floor
mirror blending functionality
and artistry. The gorgeous
handmade frame reflects artwork and serves as the eyecatching centerpiece creating
admiring and beautiful ambiance.

Stylish selection of mirrors
Mirrors have a variety of uses , such as reflecting light,
opening up space and generally enhancing the décor.
OB RISING offers impressive wall and floor mirrors in
high quality and gorgeous designs. We have a range of
modern, traditional and vintage styles available in
shapes and sizes. Our mirrors have variety of functions
serving as decorative objects and artistic installments.
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Enhance your place with this beautiful
wall and floor mirror. The mirror emphasizes a unique but simple design
adding a sophisticated and classy look
to any place.
Install this mirror horizontally or vertically on the wall or place it on the floor
against a wall

•

Item nr: RAIL-0505

•

Style: Wall & Floor Mirror

•

Collection: Rail

•

Materials: Vintage Railway
Wood

•

Measurements: Tailormade

•

Item nr: RAIL-0500

•

Style: Wall & Floor Mirror

•

Collection: Rail

•

Materials: Vintage Railway
Wood

•

Measurements: Tailormade
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Classique is a stunning wall mirror
blending functionality and artistry.
The gorgeous handmade frame reflects artwork and serves as the eyecatching centerpiece creating admiring and beautiful ambiance.

•

Item nr: V-0505

•

Style: Wall Mirror

•

Collection: Classique

•

Materials: Solid Mango Wood

•

Available in white and dark
shade.

•

Measurements: Tailor-made
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Item nr: FAK-0520

Item nr: FAK-0540

Materials: Iron (Black/
Silver) & Brass

Materials: Iron
(Black/Silver) &
Brass

Measurements: Tailormade

Measurements:
Tailor-made

•

Item nr: FAK-0500

•

Style: Wall & Floor Mirror

•

Collection: Factoria

•

Materials: Iron (Black/Silver)
& Brass

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: FAK-0545

•

Materials: Iron (Black/Silver) & Brass

•

Measurements: Tailor-made
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•

Item nr: FAK-0505

•

Item nr: FAK-0506

•

Style: Wall & Floor Mirror

•

Style: Wall & Floor Mirror

•

Collection: Factoria

•

Collection: Factoria

•

Materials: Iron

•

Materials: Iron

•

Measurements: Tailormade

•

Measurements: Tailormade

•

Item nr: FAK-0507

•

Item nr: FAK-0502

•

Style: Wall & Floor Mirror

•

Style: Wall & Floor Mirror

•

Collection: Factoria

•

Collection: Factoria

•

Materials: Iron (Black/
Silver) & Brass

•

Materials: Iron (Black/
Silver) & Brass

•

Measurements: Tailormade

•

Measurements: Tailormade

•

Item nr: FAK-0501

•

Item nr: FAK-0503

•

Style: Wall & Floor Mirror

•

Style: Wall & Floor Mirror

•

Collection: Factoria

•

Collection: Factoria

•

Materials: Iron (Black/
Silver) & Brass

•

Materials: Iron (Black/
Silver) & Brass

•

Measurements: Tailormade

•

Measurements: Tailormade
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•

Item nr: FAK-0526

•

Style: Wall & Floor Mirror

•

Collection: Factoria

•

Materials: Iron (Black/
Silver) & Brass

•

Measurements: Tailormade

•

Item nr: FAK-0530

•

Style: Wall & Floor Mirror

•

Collection: Factoria

•

Materials: Iron (Black/Silver)
& Brass

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: FAK-0511

•

Style: Wall Mirror

•

Collection: Factoria

•

Materials: Iron (Black/
Silver) & Brass

•

Measurements: Tailormade

•

Item nr: FAK-0525

•

Style: Wall & Floor Mirror

•

Collection: Factoria

•

Materials: Iron (Black/
Silver) & Brass

•

Measurements: Tailormade
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•

Item nr: V-0500

•

Style: Wall Mirror

•

Collection: Classique

•

Materials: Solid Mango Wood

•

Available in white and dark
shade.

•

Measurements: Tailor-made
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•

Item nr: BS-01150

•

Style: Side Table

•

Collection: Classique

•

Materials: Acacia Root

•

Measurements: Tailormade

•

Item nr: V-0500

•

Style: Cupboard

•

Collection: Classique

•

Materials: Vintage wood

•

Measurements: Tailormade
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•

Item nr: HDI-0600

•

Item nr: HDI-0605

•

Item nr: HDI-0606

•

Item nr: HDI-0607

•

•

Item nr: HDI-0608

Item nr: HDI-0650
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Bar Furniture
Our design brings a
classy touch to your
space.
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•

Item nr: CB-0200

•

Style: Wine Barrel Cabinet

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: CB-0201

•

Style: Wine Barrel Cabinet

•

Materials: Solid Mango Wood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: CB-0200-S

•

Style: Wine Barrel Cabinet

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made

•

Item nr: CB-0201-S

•

Style: Wine Barrel Cabinet

•

Materials: Solid Mango Wood

•

Measurements: Tailor-made
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•

Item nr: CB-0205

•

Style: Wine Rack

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailormade

•

Item nr: CB-0225

•

Style: Bar Stool

•

Materials: Solid Rosewood

•

Measurements: Tailormade

•

Item nr: CB-0230

•

Style: Bar Stool

•

Materials: Acacia & PU

•

Available in Rosewood.

•

Measurements: Tailormade

•

Item nr: CB-0240

•

Style: Bar Set of 3

•

Materials: Solid Mango Wood

•

Measurements: Tailormade
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OB
RISING
obrising.com
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